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Do you ever watch players like Ricky Rubio and wonder where they get their creativity and
flair from? If you watch high level Spanish Coaches you’ll soon realise that those amazing
passes he throws today aren’t accidents- those behind the back no look passes were
taught to him at a young age. I have been very lucky to have spent some time coaching at a
high-level youth programme in Spain, where skills like this were developed.
I spent two seasons coaching youth basketball a prestigious youth programme in Madrid,
Spain. The club developed some of the 12 players who eventually won Spain’s only
basketball World Championship in 2006, including Spanish legends Sergio Rodriguez,
Carlos Jimenez and Felipe Reyes, cementing their reputation for developing young players.
My time observing Spanish coaching methods, where instead of building upon a basic skill
and giving them more advanced skills over the years, they let players try skills with a lot of
repetitions at a young age. Once a basic grasp had been achieved coaches then get
players to use the skills in 1v1 or small sided games immediately, games with advantages
or conditions. Sessions were built on learning a skill/revisiting an old skill in a new exercise
and the applying it to a game.
The thing that blew my mind during training sessions in Spain was the atmosphere.
Instead of “sprint, sprint, sprint” and “you have to do this, you have to do that, it has to be
perfect”. There was a lot of freedom to try the skills out, sessions were relaxed, fun with
lots of games, it was a breath of fresh air. It is these sessions that I’d like to give you a
glimpse of in the following chapters.
Each chapter of this book shows how a Games Approach is used to develop the fundamentals of
players from U10-U16. The first chapter has a selection of 1v1 exercises used at the different age
groups. The second chapter demonstrates more team based concepts. Finally, the third chapter
has examples of specific skills that are taught using games such as rebounding or ball handling.
It is important to know that in each session, before many of these exercises, it is likely there would
have been a 1v0 exercise to train the skills needed. It is important that players are given the
opportunity to practice and refine the skills needed 1v0 but it is as important that players have the
opportunity to try the skills out in a small sided game, free from judgement. Happy reading!
Joseph Riley
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1v1

U10

1v1
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x3
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The Coach of the U10s regularly
emphasised 1v1 ideas based in other
games. For example, in this exercise,
players with the ball had to attack the
basket and try to score, if the
defender did a good job and stopped
them, they had to pass the ball out to
a team mate.
Ideally, this game will look like a
regular 3v3 game. The aim was to
encourage the players to be more
attack minded.
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U10

1v1
1

1

1v1 hip to hip but in this exercise both
players had a ball.
The aim of this exercise was to try to
get the inside lane and be the first to
score at the other end.
Players could make as much contact
as they liked. if they beat a player
around the cones, they could be
defensive and keep the other player
from getting by them by slowing
down.
This skill is very popular in 'screen
and roll' plays, known as the 'hostage
dribble.
Key Points:
§ Stay on balance
§ Move the ball to keep it away from
the other player if using the hostage
dribble, e.g. dribble in front or dribble
at the side of the body
§ If in the lead, keep vision of the
trailing player
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U10

2

1

x1

1

3

x2

1v1

This exercise was based on transition
1v1. To begin, the Coach passed to
player 1, 2 or 3. Whoever received the
ball had to play 1v1 full court, against
the defender that is in front of them.
Players could only pass if the
defender stopped them. By stop, the
Coach defined this as a situation
where the ball is slowed, such as a
defender beginning to get control of
the offensive player. As with one of
the previous exercises, the game
looked like a regular game without
any conditions.
One defender had to defend the ball
the other had to defend the basket.
The other two offensive players had
to sprint up court ready to receive
the ball.
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U10

1v1
1
x1

In this exercise players had to play
1v1 within a channel down the centre
of the court.
The goal was to face up to the
defender and get up court as quick as
possible.
To encourage this, the Coach told
the players that if they were tagged
on the back the game was over.
Coach counted down 8,7,6...to get
players to react faster.
I f players were slow, once the count
down started they tended to speed
up. The Coach also highlighted the
move that helped them pass the
defender so they could use it next
time.
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U14

1v1
1

1

x1

x1

1v1 Full Court in pairs.
1st to 3. if a player scored, they got
the ball back to go against the same
defender.
This game was played in channels
down the side of the court, however,
as players approached the three point
line they were allowed to break the
channels and go middle if they
wished.
The goal for the offense was to get
up court as quick as possible. The
defenders were told to turn the
attacker as many times as possible.
Key Points:
§ Defender had to have their feet
wider than the offense; "feet between
feet"
§ Active feet- always moving and
squared up to the offense
§ Attacking the ball constantly, trying
to steal but keeping balance.
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U14

1v1

1

1

2

Players 1 and 2 faced up court in a
low stance, legs flexed. The player
with the ball could pass in a variety of
ways (roll, lob, bounce etc). The first
player to see the ball and retrieve it ,
had to attack the opposite basket and
the other player had to defend them.
Players were told to stay on their toes
and lead step to the ball every time.
This exercise helped the players to
use peripheral vision and improve the
speed of their first step.
The exercise was over once the
defender stole the ball or caught the
ball out of the net.
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U16

2 x2

Jump
Reverse
Pivot

1

x4

4

3
Land on two feet or
1-2 stop. The 1-2 stop
can be interior or
exterior foot first.

1v1 +
Passer

Players worked to receive the
ball and the defenders were
told to defend using any
methods they prefer. They
were also told to change each
possession to keep the
attacker thinking.
Players on offense had to use
jump reverse pivots mostly,
but if the situation called for
something else they had to
read the defender.
Passers were told to hook the
ball around the perimeter. See
Hoops Europe YouTube
Channel for passes and the
Jump Reverse Pivot.
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Chapter 2

Team
Concepts

U10

3v2

In this 3v2 exercise, the offensive
players had use cuts to the basket to
score. Players can not go 1v1 or 1v0
and score. Scores had to come from
a cutter.

3
x2

2

x1

1

The defenders could defend how they
wanted (defend the ball or the cutters
or both).
Players off the ball were encouraged
to watch the ball, each other, and the
defender to look for clues for when to
cut and when not to cut.
What became clear as the exercise
progressed is that of the two players
off the ball, one could usually see
both the ball and the other player,
whilst the other could only see the
ball. This is also common in 5v5.
So, it was up to the player who could
see all players to judge when to cut or
step back.
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U10

3v2
14

5

1

2
x2

x4

Classic 11 player fast break drill. This
helped the U10s work on cuts as the
two defenders were only allowed to
pick up the off ball players.
§ I f there was a breakdown in play,
e.g. the cutter received but was
unable to score, the defender
switches onto another off ball player
and the ball is cleared out.

3
x3

x5
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U14

2v2

2v2 full court.

1
x1

x2

2

The ball was thrown off the
backboard and the outlet could go to
either side to receive the ball. Once
the ball was passed, both defenders
had to trap the outlet player and play
live from there.
Offensive players were told they
could dribble or pass to break the
pressure, either method was fine as
players need both skills.
Quicker players or players with good
ball handling skills were encouraged
to split traps with dribbles. This idea
stems from the attack mentality at
the club I was based at. Dribbling out
of traps is more difficult but it is a
common, especially if passes are
being denied. Plus, fouls can be
drawn attacking traps with
the dribble.
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U14

2v2
2
x2

x1

1

In order to work on the skills from the
previous exercise, the players played
2v2 half-court into full court, down
and back.
The aim of the exercise was to use
cuts to try and score.
Once the defenders received the ball,
they would fast break up court trying
to score as early as possible.
Both pairs had to apply full court
pressure.
Players were trained in this same
session to use lateral dribbles and
separation dribbles to break full court
pressure and were encouraged to use
those skills in this exercise.
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U16

2v1
x1

2
1

21

34

Players attacked 2v1. The goal
was to attack up the side lines
and force the defender to
commit to the ball. If the
defender stayed it was a lay-up
or alley-oop. If the defender
committed to the ball, it was
an easy pass. Speed was the
key, the play had to be over in
seconds, as if the shot clock
was running out. This helped
the players gain a sense of
urgency on court. The shooter
became the defender. The
non-shooter and defender
joined the queues at half court.
The defender always made the
outlet pass. Players used
avoidance steps and pass
fakes to make the play more
interesting.
Key point:
§ Players dribbled with the
inside hand to make passes
off the dribble shorter
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U16

x1

x2

2v2

This exercise started
with the defenders
closing out to the
approaching offense.
Continued on the next
page...

2

1
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U16

2v2

The goal was to practice
playing 1v1 after a hand off.
The offensive players were
not given any ideas and are
just told to make it difficult
for the defender.

x2

2
x1

Players were very good at
putting the defender in a
difficult situation by using, reusing, and stepping back
from the player who handed
the ball off.

1

OR...

Continued on the next page…

1
x1
x2

2
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U16

2v2
2

x2
x1

1

Use a lob pass as player 1s
defender gets caught on the
screen. Pau Gasol uses this
pass a lot.
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U16

3v3
2

x2

x1

1

x3

3

Here we have another 3v3
half court game. In this
exercise players were told to
attack the basket, clipping the
hip of the defender, if help did
not arrive they had to make a
lay-up. Any sign of help, the
ball was kicked out for jumpshots.
This was not a rule for the
team, just for this exercise, as
Coaches wanted to see
players look for contact and
'open the door'.
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Lesson
Plans

Specific
Skills
Training

U10

Ball
Handling

To develop transition dribbling
moves, players had to attack
defenders and try to get through the
gates. Once a gate was cut off, they
had to crossover or use the inside out
dribble to head towards another gate.

1

x1

Players had to attack the gates with
speed and they had to read when/
where the defenders were moving so
they could crossover.
I t was essential that players tried to
keep up the same speed from
baseline to baseline.
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